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Webinar:
Bridge the gap between photogrammetry and CAD

Watch our free webinar to discover how to optimize your surveying and mapping
work�ows and create engineering-ready CAD �les from photogrammetry

projects using our recently-launched product, Pix4Dsurvey.

Watch now

Using drone mapping for a
good purpose: Re-green

the world

Trees are essential to combat the
climate crisis. Learn how Dronecoria
uses drones and photogrammetry to

plant trees faster.

Learn more

Surveying school roofs with
drones for solar panel

installation

Learn how the Borbas team reduced
their digitizing efforts by 50% by using

Pix4Dsurvey on a roof solar-panel
placement surveying project.

Read more

Distributed inspection to keep the 5G roll-out rolling

5G means a faster, more reliable internet connection. It also means more cell
towers need to be built, and existing towers upgraded. Pix4D is proud to share a

new visual inspection work�ow which helps keep the 5G roll-out rolling while
reducing risk to your team.

Keep reading

Planning the demolition of
Brayton Point cooling

towers.

CivilView created an up-to-date site
plan and helped to set the world

record for the tallest cooling tower
implosion using a �xed-wing drone

and Pix4Dmapper.

Read more

Interview with senseFly:
from crop data to

farm insights

Pix4D and senseFly sat down to
discuss the importance of drone

mapping and in-�elds fast processing
in digital agriculture - and what

comes next.

Learn more

Overcoming the construction industry challenges

Every industry has challenges, but very few of them are as complex or
potentially dangerous as construction. In his ebook, we discuss the most

common of them and the ways to overcome them.

Download the ebook

The tiepoint: links and more

Webinar in Spanish: Agricultura de precisión desde las imágenes
High-Accuracy 3D Model of Inside the Great Pyramid | Hitachi systems
Can drones help in the battle against rising seas? | Drone Radio Show
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